Power spectrum characteristics of sway position and velocity of the center of pressure during static upright posture for healthy people.
This study assessed sex and individual differences in sway-position and velocity power spectra and reliability of power frequency with 30 health young people. The body sway for 1 min. was measured twice over a 1-min. rest. There were no significant sex differences in the spectra. Frequency bands with a large coefficient of variance over 10.0 appeared up to 0.6 Hz. 75% relative accumulated power frequency appeared at 1.10-1.23 Hz in the position and at 2.00-3.05 Hz in the velocity spectra. Most power was in the low frequency band (A and B frequency intervals) of the international standard. Relative accumulated power frequency of position and velocity power spectra was reasonably reliable. It may be necessary to establish a new evaluation frequency interval by direction of sway-position and velocity using relative accumulated power frequency for healthy people.